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After dinner, Leon and Iris left the Young household together. They headed to her villa at Dragonbay. 

At that moment, the housekeeper already tidied up a room for Leon to stay in. 

Lying on the bed, Leon finally had some peace. He planned on properly looking at what he inherited 

from 

the ancestor of the Wolfs. 

Shutting his eyes, waves of memories that he inherited 

flowed into his mind. 

Among them were various ancient and secret techniques. 

There were medical books, secret manuals, and more. 

What? There was also a method for dual practicing? 

Leon decided to figure out what practitioners were. 

Martial artists pursued martial arts. They practiced inner and physical strength. 

Sage art practitioners practiced the sage arts. They focused on the spiritual energies of the world. 

Comparatively, the sage arts were even deeper and harder to master. 

However, after thousands of years, the sage arts were long lost. Even martial artists were incredibly 

rare. 

It seemed like sage arts were quite remarkable. Leon felt like it was something he needed to pick up. 

discarded any stray thoughts as he sat cross–legged on the bed, 

to slowly flow into his body from the air. Trace amounts of spiritual energy started to gather within 

condensed into the size of 

Leon woke up from his practice, it was already 

let out 

but not only did he not feel exhausted at all, he 

the initial stage of energy refinement,” Leon clenched his fist as he let out a 

energy around here. Otherwise, I’ll probably 

arts needed 

were, the more spiritual 



many ancient experts liked to hide 

the mountains. 

Mountains? 

the villas in the 

was a mountain right behind this villa. Could the spiritual energy be 

he felt tempted to head up the mountain to try it out. However, he felt like it was already too late. He 

discarded the notion, planning on 

Jenny already finished preparing breakfast and 

the dining table, Leon kept on stealing 

ate, feeling 

you just focus on eating? 

Is there 

touched her face curiously. 

that, I was just thinking 

rent somewhere. Then I’ll be able to 

He had money at 

felt bad to continue staying with Iris 

her. 

he did not feel like moving out for some 


